
USES AND OPERATION 
1/ Transporting heavy loads up to 250kg.  
2/ Earth moving and digging loose soil, rubble and other materials.  
3/ For General  transport on all types of terrain, rather than using a trailer.  
4/ For Pushing rows of hay or grass into heaps ready for collection or disposal.  
5/ Larger loads of lighter material can be loaded and secured with a rope  
6/ For grading, levelling and clearing land. The angle of operation can be adjusted on the linkage, 
for digging terracing and land clearance. For Bulldozing and Grading reversing the tractor with 
some earth in the box has the benefit of increasing it's weight allowing the tractor to better level, 
clear scrub or push loose materials. A grading bar is fitted to the front of the box for a fine finish. 
7/ For feeding livestock. Particularly in hilly or sensitive areas. 
8/ &9/ For picking up and moving heavy objects using the tractor power. A high lift would allow 
the transference of heavy objects onto a low trailer. 
10/ The box is supported in the upright position with a latch, to tip lower the box, release the latch 
with a cord.  The box will now tip as the lift is raised, lowering the lift will allow the latch to close. 
There are 2 pin positions and the pins can be moved to offset the box or use with different tractors. 
11/ For forestry and woodland work . Timber can be lifted and dragged for extraction.. 
 
Safety always pay attention to stability, do not overload your tractor particularly on slopes. Carry-
ing the load close to the ground will lower the centre of gravity, front weights may be needed.  
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